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Abstract—With the rapid development of the Network, the webpage tampering has become a problem that cannot be ignored. In October 2019, for example, the number of websites tampered with in China reached more than 20,000, with the largest share coming from Beijing, Shandong and Guangdong respectively [1]. This shows that webpage tampering is no longer a mere simple problem, but requires greater attention. In order to find a better way to detect web page tampering, the website tamper-proof technology receives much attention in the area of web security. This paper proposes a method of webpage tampering detection based on the webpage change features through analyzing the features of webpage changes and the illegal tampering purpose. Webpage changes will be determined before detecting. The detection model is decided by webpage change time, webpage change code amplitude, webpage change frequency, webpage change content location and webpage change content relationship. To be more specific, the detection process includes two training and detection stages, training phase and detection phase. In the training phase, the effective detection evidence only suitable for the webpage can be obtained through using the data set (multiple changes data in the webpage) to train model. In the detection phase, the detection model will detect the particular webpage according to the detection evidence, and then gives the detection result. If the result is misdeclaration, the detection evidence will be retrained. Furthermore, the simulation tampering experiment is designed to verify the feasibility of the detection method. And the optimal number of the experimental webpage changes firstly into the training phase is determined according to the accuracy and recall rate of the test results. After Verifying, the accuracy and recall of the test results were 98.32% and 99.12% respectively. The best number of changes was 55 and the risk value was 1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The web as a new medium is accessed and viewed by hundreds of millions of people all the time.

However, network is a double-edged sword, it brings people opportunities and challenges, website tampering is one of the problems. Website tampering means that those web pages accessed are not real or even wrong, which can bring about minor disruptions to browsing and serious damage to property. In this context, manipulated or tampered pictures are very common as part of informing articles, in today's misinformation crisis. [2].

Webpage tampering resulting in inaccurate or, in some cases, misleading information for visitors. At present, the method of tampering was more and more complex. Some webpages were modified directly by intrusion sites, and some webpages were inserted illegal html and JavaScript code through cross site Scripting or other vulnerabilities. The basic reason for the tampering webpage is the vulnerabilities in the websites. If the site is not vulnerable, the page will not be tampered with. But it is hard to ensure that every website has no vulnerability in the network. In other words, it is very difficult to prevent webpages from being tampered with. Therefore, the anti-tampering technology focus on tampered pages rapid detection.

In this paper, a method for tampering detection based on webpage change features is introduced. The method focuses on the page change itself, and it mainly performs tampering detection on a webpage by using a detection model based on some webpage change features. Its detection process includes training and detection phase. In the training phase, the detection model trains the data that changes many times in each webpage as the training set, then these sets will be used for the effective detection evidence, which is only suitable for the webpage. In the detection phase, the detection model will detect the particular webpage according to the detection evidence, and then the detection result can be obtained. If the result is misdeclaration, the detection evidence will be retrained.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The origin of the detection model is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the method for tampering detection based on webpage change features is proposed. And experiment analysis and conclusion are in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively.

II. DETECTION MODEL

A. Webpage Change Features

At present, the tamper detection method is used to detect whether a webpage is tampered with according to different
features before and after the webpage change. However, in fact, the features that webpage changes themselves can be used for detection. Webpage changes can usually be divided into two categories, one is caused by updates, the other is caused by illegal tampering. The update of the webpage is seems that a new website vision publishing, so the webpage content is different from the previous one. But illegal tampering means that the act of hackers maliciously modifying the inner pages of a website in certain ways and is a form of cyber attack. It is true that web tampering is a shallow form of attack compared to other attacks, but the lack of website security has made it a common means of attacking various websites. [3]. Because of the particular webpage function, when the webpage is updating, these webpage functions should be used normally. Therefore, the webpage features changes is regular, and a limited part of the webpage content can be edited in the update time. But the changes caused by illegal tampering are irregular, any part of webpages can be modified at any time, and then the content that attackers modified will appear. Therefore, the difference between the two changes can be fully utilized as webpage change features. Considering the detection speed of each webpage, the webpage change features selected mainly include webpage change time, webpage change code amplitude, webpage change frequency, webpage change content location, and webpage change content relationship.

### B. Detection Model

A detection model is designed according to the webpage change features. It can classify webpage changes by webpage change features so that it can detect whether a changed webpage tampered. The main structure of this model is shown in Figure 1. The model will sequentially judge the change time of the input information, the change code amplitude of the input information, the change frequency of the input information, the change content location of the input information, and the change content relationship of input information to determine whether a webpage tampered.

![Figure 1. The structure of the detection model](image)

### III. TAMPER DETECTION METHOD

The structure of tampering detection based on webpage change features is shown in Figure 2. It contains six modules, which are the crawler module, the judgement module, the data processing module, the training module, the detection module, and the alarm module[4][5]. During the detection process, there are two phases, the training phase in the black box and the detection phase in the red box.
A. Training Phase

The crawler module gains the webpage information and transports it to the judgment module. Then the judgment module will detect the webpage changes according to the hash value of the webpage source code, the hash value of all the images in webpage, the hash value of the JavaScript file in the webpage, and the hash value of the CSS file in the webpage. And transport data to the data processing module after detecting the webpage change. The data processing module will calculate the webpage change time, the webpage change code amplitude value, the webpage change frequency value, the webpage change content location value, and the webpage change content relationship value based on the data. The specific process is as follows:

a. Get the current time as the webpage change time.

b. Get the difference between the number of lines before and after the change as the page change code amplitude value.

c. Get the difference between the change time of the webpage and the last change time of the webpage as the webpage change code frequency value.

d. Detect changes of source code, images, JavaScript files, and CSS files in the webpage. Take 1 for change, 0 for no change. Compose a four-digit binary number, and convert it to a decimal number. The decimal number is the webpage change content location value.

e. Detect the change between source code and JavaScript files, source code, and CSS files, image and picture URL, text content and the rest of the URL at the same time. Take 1 for yes, 0 for no. Compose a four-digit binary number, and convert it to a decimal number. The decimal number is the webpage change content relationship value.

Start the training module when the number of changes in the judgment module reaches a certain value. At this point, the data processing module will transport the training data set to the training module. And it will be called to train the model described in Chapter 2. The training process is simple. It uses a supervised machine learning method. During training, a range is set in advance for each change feature, and then the detection model uses the range to detect the data set and confirm the detection result. Then the training module can narrow this range and detect again until a minimum range or value that guarantees all test results are correct. The training module will transport the range or value as to detection evidence to the detection module after training is finished [6].

B. Detection Phase

In the detection phase, the functions of the crawler module, the judgment module, and the data processing module are the same as in the training phase. But in the phase, the data processing module will transport data that will be detected to the detection module [7] [8]. And the detection module, wherein the detection module will use detection evidence to detect it. In addition to the detection model, an alarm is also provided in the detection module. If the result of one of the detectors of the detection model is “may be caused by illegally tampering”, the alarm will be incremented by one. The detection module will transport alarm value to an alarm module. The alarm module will decide whether to alarm according to a risk value. Finally, if the result is a false positive, the alarm module will return the result to the training module and make it restart.

IV. Experiment and Analysis

A. Simulation Tampering Experiment

To verify the above-mentioned webpage tampering detection method, established a library where the data collected from a large number of real tampering cases in China Science Technology Network (CSTNET), and based on the library designed a simulation tamper experiment. Except that it is not illegal, the tampering behaviour in the experiment had all the characteristics of the real tampering cases. The experimental results were based on the accuracy and recall rate of the detection module in 100 tests. And in the process of the experiment, only the number of changes in the judgment module and the risk value of the detection module would affect the detection result.

B. Set the Number of Change

The detection results of different number of changes are shown in Figure 3 When the risk value is 1.
In the figure, the number of change is indicated by NOC. The figure shows the change in accuracy and recall rate for different number of changes. Accuracy and recall rate gradually rise when $1 \leq \text{NOC} \leq 55$. And the accuracy rate is stable and the recall rate is gradually decreasing when $55 < \text{NOC} \leq 100$. Therefore, the best number of changes is 55.

C. Select the Risk Value

Risk value selection range is 1 to 5. The detection results of different risk value are shown in Figure 4 When the number of change is 55.

In the figure, the risk value is indicated by RV. The figure shows the change in accuracy and recall rate for different risk value. The accuracy gradually increasing and the recall rate gradually decreasing when RV $> 1$. Taking into account the detection time, so select 1 as the risk value finally.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a method of tampering detection base on webpage change features. It only tampers detection of changed webpages. It can get the webpage information through the webpage URL that inputted. Then judge whether the webpage changes according to this information. And calculate the relevant value after judging the webpage is changed. Next, gain the detection evidence by using the historical value of the webpage changes to training the model that was built in advance. Finally, tampering detection of the webpage based on the detection evidence and alarm confirmation. If the result of the detection is misdeclaration, the detection evidence will be retrained. The method can get the detection evidence through a training detection model for each webpage that will be detected. And experimentally verified that the accuracy and recall of the detection results were 98.32% and 99.12% respectively when the number of changes was 55 and the risk value was 1.
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